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RESEARCH ARTICLE
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Abstract

Background

Pseudogenes are non-functional sequences in the genome with homologous sequences

that are functional (i.e. genes). They are abundant in eukaryotes where they have been

extensively investigated, while in prokaryotes they are significantly scarcer and less well

studied. Here we conduct a comprehensive analysis of the evolution of orthologs of Myco-

bacterium leprae pseudogenes in prokaryotes. The leprosy pathogen M. leprae is of particu-

lar interest since it contains an unusually large number of pseudogenes, comprising

approximately 40% of its entire genome. The analysis is conducted in both broad and nar-

row phylogenetic ranges.

Results

We have developed an informatics-based approach to characterize the evolution of pseudo-

genes. This approach combines tools from phylogenomics, genomics, and transcriptomics.

The results we obtain are used to assess the contributions of two mechanisms for pseudo-

gene formation: failed horizontal gene transfer events and disruption of native genes.

Conclusions

We conclude that, although it was reported that in most bacteria the former is most likely

responsible for the majority of pseudogenization events, in mycobacteria, and in particular

in M. leprae with its exceptionally high pseudogene numbers, the latter predominates. We

believe that our study sheds new light on the evolution of pseudogenes in bacteria, by utiliz-

ing new methodologies that are applied to the unusually abundant M. leprae pseudogenes

and their orthologs.
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Introduction

Pseudogenes are inactive copies of genes that are functional in other contexts [1, 2]. A func-

tional copy of a pseudogene may reside either within the same organism, most probably a

paralog of the pseudogene, or in other organisms, in which case they are likely orthologs [3].

Pseudogenes are more prevalent in eukaryotes (compared to prokaryotes), where genome

compactness is less critical and their loss confers minor fitness benefits to the organism [4].

They also serve as a reservoir for future genes and functionality. Therefore, pseudogenes play

an important evolutionary role.

The term ‘pseudogene’ was first coined by Jacq et al. [5] as part of their research on the

Xenopus laevis genome. In fact, for many years pseudogene studies were mostly focused in

eukaryotes where the phenomenon is prevalent [6–8]. By contrast, pseudogenes in prokaryotes

were generally regarded as rare [9]. Consequently, considerably less effort was devoted to pseu-

dogene research in prokaryotes. Nevertheless, the existence of mycobacteria with large num-

bers of pseudogenes suggest that pseudogenzation may also play an important evolutionary

role in prokaryotes. Moreover, the formation of pseudogenes may differ between prokaryotes

and eukaryotes, in part due to differing rates of horizontal gene transfer.

The intracellular pathogen Mycobacterium leprae(M. leprae), the causative agent of the skin

disease leprosy, provides an extraordinary model to study gene loss, or reductive evolution [4].

M. leprae’s genome includes 1133 pseudogenes and 1614 protein-coding genes [10, 11]. The

pseudogene content of M. leprae is significantly higher than most other bacteria, including the

closely related Mycobacterium tuberculosis [9]. It is likely that within the intracellular environ-

ment of the host cell in which M. leprae grows, these pseudogenes are dispensable, and there-

fore the introduction of premature stop codons in these genes does not lead to a fitness loss

[12]. From the study of M. leprae we can attempt to understand why these genes are no longer

necessary for the pathogen to thrive within its host.

A phylogenomic analysis in which individual gene histories are constructed and compared

across bacteria can be used to characterize the evolution of pseudogenes. While the history of

speciation is normally perceived as a vertical ancestor-descendant process, which translates to

a tree-like structure, in prokaryotes, the vertical signal is partly obscured by the massive influ-

ence of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) [13, 14]. HGT creates a widespread discordance

between evolutionary histories of different genes, where each gene evolves along its own gene
tree. Thus, the Tree of Life (TOL) concept has been questioned as an appropriate representa-

tion of the evolution of prokaryotes [15, 16]. Nevertheless, prokaryotic evolution is primarily

tree-like, and we often distill the tree-like signal from all the conflicting signals.

In this work we perform a comprehensive phylogenomic study of the evolution of M. leprae
pseudogenes and their orthologs, over both broad and narrow phylogenetic ranges. The moti-

vation for such a study stems from the finding by Liu et al. [9] according to which a substantial

portion of pseudogenes result from failed HGTs. By contrast, the prevailing assumption for

pseudogene formation in M. leprae is the degradation scenario in which a native functional

gene becomes non-functional as a result of a disruption. For example, Gómez-Valero et al.

[11] estimated that most M. leprae pseudogenes were created in a relatively short time interval,

which led them to conclude that they were caused by a single event. However, they also pre-

supposed that each pseudogene originated from a functional gene. Similar results were

obtained by Babu [17]. Singh and Cole [12] investigated several degradation scenarios but also

state that “The mechanism by which pseudogenes arise is not yet known”, while Dagan et al.

[18] studied pseudogenes as the outcome of gene death in obligate symbiotic bacterial patho-

gens (while HGTs were assumed to be negligible and therefore ignored). To the best of our

knowledge, a study involving pseudogenes, that aims to characterize their evolution on broad
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and narrow phylogenetic ranges, and to quantify the relative contribution of HGT versus gene

degradation to pseudogenization, has never been attempted before.

In light of the discussion above, we start (in the first two parts of the paper) with an analysis

of HGTs among orthologs of M. leprae genes. We break down this gene set into two parts:

orthologs of M. leprae pseudogenes (denoted the “PGs set”), and orthologs of M. leprae func-

tional genes (or non-pseudogenes, denoted the “NPGs set”). We show that on a broad phylo-

genetic range, of the whole bacterial domain, PGs are more resistant to HGTs compared to

NPGs. Conversely, on the narrow phylogenetic range of the Mycobacteria genus, this trend is

reversed, and the PGs become more susceptible to HGT.

Due to these findings, and the remarkably large set of pseudogenes in M. leprae, in the last

part we ask whether the greater tendency of PGs towards HGT makes HGT the main driving

force behind pseudogenization in M. leprae. We show that this is not the case and that the deg-

radation scenario (i.e., disruption of native genes) is still the main source of pseudogenization

in M. leprae, despite the fact that HGT is more influential on the PGs than on the NPGs.

To address these topics, we use novel HGT-oriented tools, as well as other previously devel-

oped HGT methods. To generate our evolutionary inferences over narrow ranges, we compare

M. leprae pseudogenes to their orthologs in other mycobacteria, paying particular attention to

M. tuberculosis due to its close evolutionary relationship. We confirm and augment our phylo-

genomic results with insights from other evolutionary footprints such as gene synteny and

functional enrichment, as well as expression assays. Thus, our work presents a comprehensive

view of pseudogene formation, including the role of the two different mechanisms that are

responsible for pseudogenization—the degradation process and failed HGT.

Materials and methods

Gene trees and species tree preparation

We denote by the species tree the main course of speciation events yielding a given species set.

In contrast, a gene tree represents the (evolutionary) history of a specific set of orthologous

genes. Gene trees for a set of species, may differ from the respective species tree due to reticula-
tion events such as horizontal gene transfer (HGT). Gene trees for our phylogenetic study were

prepared as follows: First, we searched all M. leprae orthologs in M. tuberculosis using Myco-

browser [20]. Then, for each COG (cluster of orthologous genes) this search yielded, we used

EggNOG [21] to find all genes in that COG that are single copy representitives of one of the 64

species in [9]. For COGs with at least four species thus found, the relevant sequences were

aligned using MUSCLE [22]. Due to the large number of genes, trees were constructed using

the fast tree construction FASTTREE [23]. In order to construct a species tree we used the

accepted marker for this task, the 16S rRNA gene. We found 61 relevant copies of the 16S for

our 64 taxa in the RDP database [24]. Sequences were extracted and aligned using MAFFT

[25] using an auto alignment strategy (the one that was chosen was L-INS-i) and constructed a

tree using RAxML (version 7.0.4 [26], assuming the GTR-Γ model).

The quartet plurality method

The topology of a given 4-taxa a, b, c, d, induced by a given gene tree, may be one of three

options—a, b|c, d, or a, c|b, d, or a, d|b, c. As a result of HGT in a certain gene, the topology of

the respective gene tree changes, possibly affecting the topology of the quartets. We note that

tree incongruence can result also from a sequence of duplication and loss events. However, as

the rates of gene loss and gain are at least an order of magnitude greater than the gene duplica-

tion rate [27, 28], and by our procedure described above of removing from the analysis species

with multiple copies in a COG, we believe our main source of incongruence is HGT. As every
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gene is affected by different HGT events, we normally find gene trees of substantially different

topologies. Consequently, the quartets induced by these gene trees may exhibit different topol-

ogies than the original, i.e., the topology induced by the species tree. In a study of eleven spe-

cies of cyanobacteria using a multitude of genes [29], the topology over a given 4-taxa set that

is induced by the maximum number of gene trees, was denoted as the plurality quartet or plu-

rality topology. In [29], the set of plurality quartets over all possible 4-taxa sets was constructed

and used as input to a supertree algorithm in order to overcome the frequent occurrence of

HGT in these organisms. This approach was later studied from a theoretical perspective [30].

It was shown analytically that under reasonable and prevalent assumptions regarding HGT,

for any 4-taxa set, its plurality quartet is the correct topology, i.e., the one induced for this

4-taxa set by the species tree. Since any tree is uniquely defined by the set of quartets it induces,

this result provides us with a theoretically sound scheme of phylogenetic reconstruction that

relies on the above plurality inference rule. It is important to note that even for relatively small

sets of several dozens of species, the number of gene trees required to ensure that all plurality

quartets will be correct with high probability is far greater than the number of genes found in

any known genome. Also, as this result is theoretical, it assumes no errors in the gene trees. In

reality, we do not expect all plurality quartets to be correct and hence also the plurality quartet

set is inconsistent. In this case we look for the tree that satisfies the maximum number of these

quartets, referred to as the Maximum Quartet Compatibility tree (MQC).

Expression analysis

RNA sequencing data of leprosy skin lesions was analyzed from [31]. Briefly, frozen tissue sec-

tions of nine lepromatous leprosy skin lesions, taken at the time of diagnosis after written con-

sent was obtained and before any treatment was started, were lysed in Qiagen RLT buffer

(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and homogenized with silica beads. RNA was subsequently

extracted via Qiagen AllPrep Kit and ribosomal RNA was depleted with the Illumina Ribo-

Zero Gold rRNA Removal Kit (Epidemiology) before sequencing library preparation with the

Illumina Truseq Stranded Total RNA Sample Preparation Kit. Libraries were sequenced on

the HiSeq2000 Sequencer (Illumina) at single-end 50 bp reads. Reads were mapped to the

hg19 human genome via STAR [32] and unmapped reads after human genome alignment

were mapped to the Br4923 M. leprae genome (Assembly ASM2668v1). The sum of exonic

reads per gene were counted using HTSeq http://htseq.readthedocs.io/en/release_0.10.0/ using

the GENCODE GRCh37-mapped version Release 24 [33]. Filtered read counts from bacterial

and human transcriptomes were normalized via DESeq2 [34] using default parameters, except

for basing scaling factors on only human genes. DESeq2 normalized gene counts for M. leprae
genes were divided by gene length and used for subsequent analysis. The study was approved

by the Institutional Ethics Committee of Oswald Cruz Foundation and the Institutional

Review Board of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA IRB #11-001274).

Results

We report three results regarding the evolutionary analyses of pseudogenes. In all these analy-

ses we compared two sets of genes: genes (or rather COGs—clusters of orthologous genes)

whose M. leprae ortholog is a pseudogene, and genes whose M. leprae ortholog is functional.

It is important to note that we only analyzed genes with orthologs in M. leprae. We looked for

distinct characteristics between these two sets by investigating several different evolutionary

markers. We note that the word “orthologs” may sometimes be misused. According to Fitch

and Gray [35], and more conspicuously to a later clarification by Fitch [36], a distinction is

made between orthologs and xenologs. Specifically, orthologs are two homologs whose
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common ancestor lies in the last common ancestor of the taxa from which the two homologs

were obtained, while xenologs are two homologs whose history, since their last common

ancestor, involves horizontal gene transfer. Since we conclude that some pseudogenes are the

result of failed horizontal gene transfer, it is possible that some so-called orthologs may in fact

be xenologs.

Phylogenetic analysis

Our first approach focused on a phylogenetic analysis of the genes. Our goal here was to see if

by using the plurality approach, as in [29], but once for the pseudogenes and once for the non-

pseudogenes, we obtain a significant difference. We briefly mention that in [29], Zhaxybayeva

et al. studied a collection of gene trees and analyzed their “embedded quartets”, i.e. the quartet

trees that were induced by the gene trees in the study. By finding the quartets that were

induced by the largest number of gene trees for each set of four taxa, otherwise referred to as

the plurality quartets, they were able to identify a phylogenetic tree signal as well as cases of

horizontal gene transfer. For more details on the plurality approach, see Methods.

We focused on the species that were studied in [9] and built all relevant gene trees as fol-

lows: A preliminary step was to identify, through the Mycobrowser database [19, 20], all M.
leprae orthologs in its close relative M. tuberculosis. We explain the rationale behind this proce-

dure: Our work involves the analysis of COGs (clusters of orthologous genes) that were deter-

mined using EggNOG [21]. This presented a problem since EggNOG only includes sequences

of amino acids, and therefore does not contain information about M. leprae pseudogenes. To

overcome this problem, we constructed the COGs based on the orthologs of M. leprae found

in its close relative, M. tuberculosis. Using Mycobrowser we divided these M. tuberculosis
orthologs (and their corresponding COGs) into those that are annotated as functional in M.
leprae and those that are not, henceforth non-pseudogenes (NPGs) and pseudogenes (PGs)

respectively. More specifically, pseudogenes were determined as inactive reading frames with

functional counterparts in M. tuberculosis [37] or M. avium [11]. As mentioned above, for

every such M. tuberculosis gene, we constructed its COG based on EggNOG and using all its

orthologous genes in the taxa set of [9]. Next we constructed the gene tree over each COG (see

Methods). This resulted in two sets of gene trees, derived from PGs and NPGs, where each tree

contains a gene (leaf) of M. tuberculosis. We decomposed the two gene trees sets into their con-

stituent quartets and for every 4-taxa set found its plurality quartet (see Methods). The latter

yielded the plurality quartets set (QP). We also kept the underlying set of all quartets (QA).

In order to examine whether the PG and NPG sets are distinct, we constructed a maximum

quartet compatibility (MQC) tree for each set. We remark that while in [29] only eleven spe-

cies were analyzed, here we interrogate a significantly larger set of sixty-four species. As MQC

is computationally expensive, we used the heuristic quartet MaxCut (QMC) approach [38].

Additionally, we constructed the respective 16S rRNA tree as a robust approximation to the

species tree. see Methods for more details on all these procedures.

The above procedure yielded five trees over the same taxa set: the QP trees both for PGs

and NPGs, the QA trees both for PGs and NPGs, and the 16S tree. We compared these trees to

test whether there were significant differences between them. Tree similarity was measured

using Qfit [39], that computes the percentage of identical quartets between two trees, and was

found in previous studies of ours [38, 40] to be more robust than other measures for tree com-

parisons. The resulting scores appear in Table 1.

By the theoretical result of [30], the plurality quartets should be consistent with the species

tree. As we do not have the species tree, the convention is to use one or more ribosomal genes,

normally the 16S rRNA gene, as a proxy. We aimed to measure the similarity of each of the
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quartet-based trees to the species tree proxy. As can be seen from Table 1, the results show that

PG and NPG trees are equally distant from the 16S tree. Of particular interest are the similari-

ties between the species tree—the 16S tree—to all four other trees (bottom line in the table).

Two gene sets were tested (pseudogenes versus non-pseudogenes), and two different

approaches (plurality quartets versus all quartets), yet we could not identify any significant dif-

ference between the two groups, or the two methods, or any combination of them. None of the

quartet based trees brought us significantly closer to the species tree than any of the other.

One may hypothesize that this result is due to the similarity among the quartet trees them-

selves, and that therefore the dissimilarity to the 16S tree is due to the methodology we use.

However, these quartet-based trees also exhibit significant dissimilarity among themselves. We

note however that there are several other, possibly artefactual, reasons for this dissimilarity.

First, the genes cataloged as pseudogenes are indeed pseudogenes in M. leprae, however in all

other species, they are functional. Secondly, it is possible that the level of HGT is high, reduc-

ing any vertical signal of evolution (as might be suggested by the fact that the quartet-based

trees are significantly different from the 16S tree). Finally, as indicated by several other studies

(e.g. [41]), even conserved genes like the 16S are subjected to HGT, obfuscating the central

evolutionary trend.

Due to the lack of detectable signal in the tree distances, we resorted to another tool that is

also based on quartet analysis, but may reveal other properties. For a plurality quartet topology,

its quartet vote is the percentage of votes it obtained from all the votes for this 4-taxa set. For

example, if 60% of the gene trees agree with the plurality quartet, then its quartet vote is 60%.

Since we have three different topologies for a 4-taxa set, the sum over these three topologies

votes is 100% and the vote of the plurality quartet is at least one-third. Now, for a set of gene

trees G we define the composite quartet vote (CQV) as the average quartet vote over the entire

quartet set. We can easily observe that under no HGT, every quartet in every gene tree will

have a topology identical to its topology in the species tree, yielding a vote of 100% for that plu-

rality quartet. As this holds for every quartet (4-taxa set) we will have a CQV of 100% for our

gene tree set G. In contrast, if every gene tree is a random tree (this can be obtained by e.g.

assigning a random permutation to the leaves of the gene tree), it can be easily observed that

for every quartet, each of the corresponding three topologies occurs at equal probability (1/3)

and so its vote will be 1/3. Thus, in this case, the CQV will be 1/3. We therefore see that the

CQV ranges between 1/3 and 1 for high levels of HGT activity (where HGT rates are infinite)

and for no HGT at all, respectively. The CQV provides a summary of the intensity of HGT

among the species under study. However, we note that the donors of the HGTs need not be

Table 1. Phylogenetic data, tree similarities.

NPG—QP tree NPG—QA tree PG—QP tree PG—QA tree 16s tree

NPG—QP tree 100 95 74 73 72

NPG—QA tree 95 100 78 77 67

PG—QP tree 74 78 100 97 70

PG—QA tree 73 77 97 100 69

16 tree 72 67 70 69 100

The pairwise Qfit similarity measure (in %) between the 5 trees: the QP trees both for PGs and NPGs, the QA trees

both for PGs and NPGs, and the 16S tree. PGs and NPGs refer to pseudogenes and non-pseudogenes (i.e., functional

genes), respectively. We mention that QP and QA refer to the set of plurality quartets and the set of all quartets,

respectively. Thus, for example, the NPG—QP tree was constructed based on the plurality quartets that were

computed using the NPG set.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204322.t001
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from the studied species set and even the recipients can be ancestors of the studied species, cor-

responding to ancient HGTs.

Therefore, seeking distinguishing characteristics between the PG and NPG gene sets, we

compared their CQVs. Applying the CQV measure to the two quartet plurality sets, pseudo-

genes and non-pseudogenes, we obtained the scores shown in Table 2(a). The scores indicate a

difference of 4.21 between the two CQVs. Normally, estimating the significance of this differ-

ence is based on an approximation that relies on the central limit theorem. However, this

approximation requires that the quartet votes of different plurality quartets are independent

random variables, which they are generally not. Instead, we used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

(KS) test, to check if the quartet votes, based on the pseudogenes and on the non-pseudogenes,

are distributed in two statistically significant different ways. Indeed, the calculated KS statistic

(0.16) was much greater than the threshold (0.006) needed to reject the null hypothesis of

equal distribution with a confidence level of 99%. Combined with our previous computation

showing the difference between the two CQVs, we believe this result suggests that orthologs of

M. leprae pseudogenes are less prone to HGT than orthologs of non-pseudogenes across the

broad spectrum of bacteria we examine.

We remark that we repeated this test for a different set of gene trees, based on the same spe-

cies set, and divided into pseudogenes and non-peudogenes using the same Mycobrowser clas-

sification as before, but this time allowing gene duplications. This set of gene trees is

interesting since studying it may provide a more complete picture of gene evolution, while

maintaining the general trend of the species phylogeny. The results of this test are presented in

Table 2(b). Despite the expected decline in the CQV score (when multiple copies of a gene are

represented in a tree, the number of conflicting quartet topologies is expected to increase), a

similar difference between the two CQVs equal to 5.17 was found, and a KS statistic of roughly

0.16 surpassed the 0.003 threshold indicative of a statistically significant difference between the

two distributions of quartet votes. For more information, see S1 Appendix.

It is important to note that we used other tools to search for evidence corroborating our

claim of M. leprae NPG orthologs having a greater propensity to HGT compared to M. leprae
PG orthologs. Specifically, we computed the number of HGT events needed to transform the

16s tree (hypothesized to represent the correct underlying species phylogeny) to each one of

the gene trees. The results of this computation, performed using RIATA-HGT [42] are

Table 2. Phylogenetic data, CQV.

(a)

Pseudogenes—single copy Non-pseudogenes—single copy

CQV (%) 76.78 72.75

STD (%) 20.32 22.41

samples 246,761 635,376

(b)

Pseudogenes—multi copy Non-pseudogenes—multi copy

CQV (%) 53.86 48.69

STD (%) 14.97 13.15

samples 569,615 635,376

(a) The CQV score, representing the average plurality vote over all plurality quartets. Below is the estimated STD

(standard deviation), and number of samples (quartets). (b) The CQV score for gene trees that may contain gene

duplications, representing the average plurality vote over all plurality quartets. Below is the estimated STD, and

number of samples (quartets).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204322.t002
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presented in Fig 1. For each pair of trees, comprised of the 16s tree and one other pseudogene

tree (or non-pseudogene tree), we plotted a blue circle (or red dot), representing the result of

the RIATA computation. We then plotted the linear regression line that best suits the pseudo-

genes data (in magenta). Since it is clear that the putative number of HGT events is dependent

on tree size, in order to determine if our collection of pseudogenes is unique in any way, we

sampled 10000 subgroups from our entire collection of gene trees, while insuring those sub-

groups have the same distribution of tree sizes as the pseudogene trees. The linear regression

lines corresponding to those subgroups are plotted as dark blue lines. Since roughly 80% of the

blue lines pass below the regression line of the pseudogenes (and roughly 20% above), this test

does not offer sufficient evidence to support a claim of an unusual HGT pattern in the pseudo-

genes set. We propose two possible explanations to this inconclusive outcome. First, the fact

that RIATA is a heuristic which attempts to solve a computationally intractable problem (spe-

cifically, to minimize the number of SPR operations—Subtree Pruning and Regrafting—that

are necessary to convert a species tree into a gene tree). Second, that the species tree itself may

be inaccurate. This, coupled with the tree distance comparisons that were also inconclusive

(Table 1), emphasizes the importance of methods that are not dependent on reference trees.

Synteny analysis

While the tools applied in the previous part are effective mainly for large taxa sets, and prefera-

bly with a large evolutionary span (in particular the 16S gene), in smaller and closer sets, where

the signal is less pronounced, their effectiveness diminishes. We now report on another evolu-

tionary difference between the two gene sets—pseudogenes and non-pseudogenes—that we

measured only between mycobacterial species. The tool we employ here to analyze the gene

sets, the synteny index (SI [40, 43], as well as S1 Appendix), relies on a different evolutionary

signal that is useful when analyzing closely related taxa.

Fig 1. RIATA results. The parameters of the linear regression line of the pseudogenes are incorporated in the figure.

Examining the number of putative HGTs vs. the number of leaves in the gene trees does not lead to an identification of an

unusual HGT pattern in the pseudogenes.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204322.g001
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In order to check whether the two gene types exhibit different patterns of mobility and

hence also different patterns of synteny, we pursued the following procedure. To conduct an

SI study between two genomes, an orthology mapping is necessary. In such a mapping,

genomes are lists of genes, where the genes are ordered by their physical location on the

genome and pairs of orthologs are connected. Briefly, a k-neighborhood of a gene is the set of

genes at distance at most k from it along the genome (i.e. at most k genes upstream or down-

stream). The k-SI value of a gene common to two species is the portion of common genes in

the two k-neighborhoods of this gene in both genomes. Clearly, the more genes those neigh-

borhoods have in common, the greater the k-SI value is. In this paper we fix k = 10 and simply

refer to the SI value.

As M. tuberculosis is closely related to M. leprae, most of the pseudogenes in M. leprae still

exist in M. tuberculosis. Hence, we built a “star of orthology mapping” where we placed the M.
tuberculosis genome at the center of the star and mapped four other genomes to it: (1) M.
leprae, (2) M. smegmatis, (3) M. bovis, and (4) M. marinum. In this star center (M. tuberculosis
genome) we marked genes that are pseudogenes in M. leprae. Therefore, we obtained four

pairs of genomes such that in all pairs, one genome is M. tuberculosis in which the M. leprae
pseudogenes’ orthologs are marked (it is important to note that in M. tuberculosis these

marked genes are non-pseudogenes). We complemented each of the genomes with genes for

which no orthologs were found. We then computed the average synteny index (SI) in the fash-

ion described in Methods. However, instead of averaging over the whole genome, we averaged

once over the pseudogenes and once over the non-pseudogenes, hence obtained two values of

SI for each pair of genomes studied. We applied this procedure to the four data sets corre-

sponding to M. tuberculosis vs. (1) M. leprae, (2) M. smegmatis, (3) M. bovis, and (4) M. mari-
num. In order to obtain significance values for the numbers obtained we applied the t-test on

the average SI scores. The results (two SI ’s) and the p-values (natural log values) appear in

Table 3. As can be seen, the p-values obtained for all four data sets were highly significant (all

smaller than e−11). We note that the SI scores of M. bovis are significantly higher than that of

the other species, including M. leprae itself, an indication of the great resemblance between M.
bovis and M. tuberculosis. In [44] it was claimed that “the genome sequence of M. bovis is

>99.95% identical to that of M. tuberculosis, but deletion of genetic information has led to a

reduced genome size”. This agrees well with the fact that the synteny signal is far more sensi-

tive and informative than the sequence divergence signal [28]. Indeed we have used the SI to

classify closely related species and even strains of species [40] and the seemingly low values

presented in the table are typical to such close organisms.

The numbers in the table show a consistent trend of lower synteny for pseudogenes, that is

very significant in all four pairs. The chance that a horizontally transferred gene maintains its

Table 3. Pseudogenes vs. non-pseudogenes SI difference.

data set #PG SI (PG) #NPG SI (NPG) p-val

M. lep 911 0.63 1410 0.71 -12.72

M. smeg 627 0.43 1226 0.55 -20.39

M. bov 887 0.70 1379 0.78 -11.68

M. mar 752 0.54 1308 0.65 -15.38

Average synteny index (SI ) results for pseudogenes (PG) and non-pseudogenes (NPG) with confidence values (p-val,

expressed in natural log). Four pairs of species were compared: M. tuberculosis vs. (1) M. leprae, (2) M. smegmatis, (3)

M. bovis, and (4) M. marinum. Each row contains the number of PGs that were compared, the number of NPGs that

were compared (#PG and #NPG respectively), and their corresponding average synteny indeces.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204322.t003
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old k-neighborhood in the recipient genome (that is, the k-neighborhood from the donor), or

even part of it, is very small (assuming k is significantly smaller than the genome size). Such an

event occurs only if the foreign gene is inserted at the same location it has in the donor genome

(an event of homologous recombination [45]). Therefore, assuming non-homologous recom-

bination, the neighborhood of an acquired gene in the recipient differs from its neighborhood

in the donor, and we can infer that orthologs of M. leprae pseudogenes are more inclined to

HGT than orthologs of functional genes. As detailed below, this suggests that while orthologs

of M. leprae pseudogenes are less inclined to HGT over a broad phylogenetic spectrum, as we

discussed in the previous section, over shorter evolutionary timescales the trend is reversed.

We note that the above analysis is based on the assumption that low SI is an outcome of

HGT. However, low SI can result from events of duplication as well, complicating the interpre-

tation of our conclusions. In S1 Appendix we describe the procedure we used to discard the

possibility of a low SI value caused by gene duplications.

Functional analysis

In this section we focus solely on M. leprae genes. In the previous sections, a reversal of HGT

trends was demonstrated. Specifically, orthologs of M. leprae PGs (compared to NPGs) were

shown to be more HGT-resistent in a broad phylogenetic range and more HGT-susceptible in

a narrow phylogenetic range. In light of these findings, we wanted to determine whether this

susceptibility to HGT also implies that HGT is the main driving force behind pseudogeniza-

tion in M. leprae, as reported in [9], or whether the degradation scenario mentioned in [11, 12,

17, 18] still prevails for M. leprae.
We extend our analysis by showing a relationship between expression levels of the pseudo-

genes and their synteny values (based on a comparison with M. tuberculosis). As synteny, or

lack thereof, is evidence for a recombination event at a gene, this measure leads to a grouping

of pseudogenes into two classes—high SI and low SI, and we regard these as native genes ver-

sus alien genes, respectively. To examine whether there is a functional consequence to this

grouping of the pseudogenes, we used expression data from human leprosy skin lesions to

measure the in vivo M. leprae transcriptome. This allows a unique perspective of the expres-

sion profile of M. leprae in its natural host at the site of disease. Expression data was extracted

as described in Methods. The results (Fig 2(A)) show the trends for both pseudogenes and

non-pseudogenes. The green curve represents expression data for non-pseudogenes and serves

as a control for the pseudogenes data.

It is evident from the figure that the expression level of functional genes is largely unaffected

by their degree of synteny (except for a small decrease for very low synteny). This is expected

as these genes are functional and are expressed regardless of whether they were acquired by

HGT or are native in the genome. In contrast, for pseudogenes we can see a strong association

between expression and synteny, and hence between expression and HGT (recall that we used

SI as a proxy to HGT).

The expression profile of the low SI pseudogenes shows that they are lowly expressed

(Fig 2(A)), which conforms with the claim that these are pseudogenes that resulted from

failed HGTs. However, these low SI pseudogenes are uncommon compared to the high SI

pseudogenes (Fig 2(B), right hand side). These high SI pseudogenes, that are assumed to be

native in M. leprae due to their higher synteny indeces, comprise the majority of pseudo-

genes in M. leprae and are expressed at modest levels as they became non-functional as a

result of a mutation. The conclusion arising from these two results is that failed HGTs com-

prise the minority of pseudogenization events. Thus, pseudogenes originating from failed

HGTs are very lowly expressed, while mutation-originated (native) pseudogenes are the
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majority in M. leprae and expressed at slightly higher levels. In addition, one sees that the

portion of low synteny genes among the entire set of NPGs is smaller than the portion of low

synteny pseudogenes among the entire set of PGs (Fig 2(B)), an indication of the greater

importance HGT has in pseudogenization in M. leprae (compared to the evolution of func-

tional genes).

We next asked how these results relate to gene functions. Previous analyses have shown

that M. leprae pseudogenes tend to be enriched for genes involved in lipid metabolism [12].

Fig 2. Gene expression vs. SI, and SI distribution at PGs and NPGs. A: Synteny index (SI) values between the M. leprae and M. tuberculosis genomes were calculated

and compared to median gene expression in pseudogenes, non-pseudogenes, or all genes at each synteny index value. B: Gene SI distribution as measured between M.
leprae and M. tuberculosis divided to pseudogenes (PGs, right) and non-pseudogenes (NPGs, left).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204322.g002
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This is consistent with the notion that the lack of M. leprae lipid metabolism genes caused by

the formation of pseudogenes was compensated by the lipid rich environment of the host mac-

rophage in which M. leprae resides. Therefore we analyzed the frequency of different func-

tional categories in both PG and NPG, and further separated these into high and low synteny

subsets. In Fig 3 (and Table 4), we show the results of this analysis for two families relating to

metabolism: intermediate/respiration versus lipid metabolism. We find that PGs are enriched

for lipid metabolism compared to NPGs and that this trend is even more significant for genes

with high synteny. Recall that low synteny indicates HGT and conversely high synteny genes

tend to be native genes. This result supports our expectation that lipid metabolism in M. leprae
is carried out by the macrophages of the host in which the mycobacteria reside, which probably

have enabled the bacillus to thrive despite the loss of native lipid metabolism genes that

become pseudogenes due to mutations. On the other hand, the same cannot be said about

intermediary metabolism, where we find that PGs are depleted with respect to NPGs. In addi-

tion, further examination of Table 4 shows that cell wall and cell processes genes are more

abundant in the functional genes set than in the pseudogenes set (in both the low SI and the

high SI categories). This may be explained by the hypothesis that, compared to free living bac-

teria, cell wall and cell processes genes in M. leprae are more critical in helping the bacillus

cope with external threats, i.e. the immune system of its host.

Fig 3. Functional analysis of PGs and NPGs. Percent of pseudogenes and non-pseudogenes, divided into low (0.125-0.375) and high (0.625-1.0) SI, that are part of

(A) intermediary metabolism and respiration and (B) lipid metabolism. (C) total number of genes in each category.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204322.g003
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Discussion

In this work we investigated several evolutionary and functional properties of pseudogenes, i.e.

non-functional genes, in M. leprae with a special emphasis on gene mobility. The analysis was

performed on orthologs of M. leprae genes, across both broad and narrow phylogenetic ranges.

It is important to note that while the M. leprae copy of each pseudogene is non-functional, the

orthologous copies in other species are mostly functional (i.e. non-pseudogenes). These differ-

ences across species might be related to the unique environment in which M. leprae thrives,

the intracellular environment within human skin [12].

Our analysis is divided into three parts. In the first we carry out a broad phylogenetic analy-

sis to show that over the entire bacterial domain, orthologs of M. leprae non-pseudogenes are

more mobile than orthologs of M. leprae pseudogenes. This was inferred by the higher CQV of

the non-pseudogenes with respect to the pseudogenes, extracted from gene trees over the

entire bacterial domain. By contrast, in the second analysis, we use synteny as a proxy for HGT

to show that among the Mycobacteria, the tendency to HGT is inverted compared to the broad

phylogenetic analysis, and “pseudogenes” exhibit more mobility. In the third part, a functional

analysis of the pseudogene and non-pseudogene sets was carried out, highlighting several dif-

ferences between the two.

It is noteworthy that reports were made that recently horizontally transferred genes tend to

become pseudogenes [9, 46], suggesting that even if the transferred genes are not deleterious

to their new host, they are nonetheless redundant. A complementary hypothesis is that genes

that can be traced back to ancient HGT events are also more essential than average, since they

remain an active part of several distant genomes for a long time. These seem relevant to the

reversal of pseudogene mobility across different evolutionary scales, i.e. the greater tendency

of pseudogenes to experience HGT on a narrow phylogenetic scale, compared to their greater

stability on a broad phylogenetic scale. The functional analysis, performed in the third part of

our work, provides a possible explanation for this observation. M. leprae PGs are enriched for

lipid metabolism enzymes, a function that is compensated by the lipid rich environment of the

host macrophage—the environment in which M. leprae thrives in leprosy lesions. However,

the opposite holds when we consider orthologs of these genes across the entire bacterial

domain, as most of these bacteria thrive in extracellular environments, where presumably,

Table 4. PGs and NPGs divided into functional categories.

Non-pseudogenes Pseudogenes

High synteny Low synteny High synteny Low synteny

Function % of total #genes % of total #genes % of total #genes % of total #genes

Cell wall and cell processes 25% 147 32% 18 19% 45 24% 18

Intermediary metabolism and respiration 30% 175 25% 14 24% 58 21% 16

Conserved hypotheticals 17% 101 11% 6 14% 33 16% 12

Unknown 0% 0 0% 0 19% 45 14% 11

Lipid metabolism 5% 29 9% 5 10% 24 11% 8

Regulatory proteins 4% 24 14% 8 8% 18 5% 4

Virulence, detoxification, adaptation 3% 18 7% 4 2% 4 4% 3

Information pathways 14% 79 2% 1 4% 10 3% 2

PE/PPE 1% 5 0% 0 0% 1 3% 2

Total 100% 580 100% 56 100% 240 100% 76

Pseudogenes and non-pseudogenes, divided into functional categories and separated by low (0.125-0.375) and high (0.625-1) SI.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204322.t004
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lipid metabolism is critical to their survival. In these extracellular environments, lipid metabo-

lism enzymes are likely essential and therefore we expect the respective genes to be less hori-

zontally acquired, as was previously observed and discussed in [47]. Thus the mobility of the

orthologs of M. leprae pseudogenes appears to depend on whether the bacteria examined are

intracellular (and thus can dispense of lipid genes) or extracellular (and require lipid genes to

be intact).

The last analysis extends the second by incorporating expression data of M. leprae genes.

While PGs are not translated into functional proteins, they are often transcribed at levels simi-

lar to functional genes (i.e. NPGs). By comparing synteny (i.e. tendency to HGT) with the

expression of these genes, we can distinguish between two different processes likely responsi-

ble for pseudogene formation. In the first, the gene is acquired by HGT and hence exhibits a

low SI. This gene confers no advantage to the organism and becomes a non-functional PG.

This mechanism for PG evolution corresponds to that described in [9] associated with failed

HGTs as a source for pseudogenes. As such, these genes are poorly expressed in their new

genome. The other mechanism corresponds to native genes that became non-functional as a

result of a mutation in their sequence. These genes continue to be expressed, however, the

transcribed RNA is not translated due to the insertion of a stop codon mutation. We saw that

the bulk of PGs and NPGs reside at the higher end of the spectrum between low SI and high

SI, an indication that the majority of them were inherited vertically, while the minority was

transferred through HGT. Moreover, we note that there are several factors that may unduly

inflate the estimated effect HGT has on M. leprae. Specifically, in our analysis low SI genes

may be foreign to M. tuberculosis, not to M. leprae. In addition, it is possible that disruption of

native M. leprae genes was promoted by repeats in its DNA that have also contributed to loss

of synteny [48]. For these reasons, the number of PGs resulting from HGT may be overesti-

mated. Thus, the high synteny and high expression levels of most PGs imply that they have not

likely been gained through HGT, but are the result of degradation of native genes. Indeed,

large scale pseudogenization that is due to such degradation appears to be characteristic to

intracellular bacteria, as many of their genes become inactivated during the transition from an

independent lifestyle to the more stable environment of their host [49, 50].

As in the work of Liu et al. [9], our results show that pseudogenes formed by the first mech-

anism (failed HGT) are a minority of the M. leprae pseudogene population. However, we note

that Liu et al. focused on recent HGT events. Thus, only 271 pseudogenes were found by their

analysis, and no detailed list including the names of those pseudogenes was found by us. Con-

trary to that, we imposed no such restriction on the genes in our study. In addition, we supple-

ment their work by tackling the general problem of understanding HGT trends on narrow

versus broad phylogenetic scales. Thus, our work leads to the following three conclusions:

First, the majority of M. leprae pseudogenes, which are far more abundant than those found in

most other species, likely arose from the mechanism of disruption of native genes. Second,

orthologs of M. leprae pseudogenes have a greater tendency to experience HGT on a narrow

phylogenetic scale compared to a broad one. Third, this tendency is explained by the enrich-

ment of essential genes in the pseudogenes set, specifically lipid metabolism genes whose

absence is compensated by the lipid rich environment of the M. leprae’s host.
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